
“The Walking Dead (Season One)” Analysis 

Telltale Games’ The Walking Dead is an adventure game based off of the Robert Kirkman and 

Tony Moore comic by the same name. It’s heavily story based, with numerous opportunities for the 

player to make decisions that feel meaningful within the context of the narrative. The game’s primary 

aesthetics are narrative and expression. 

Dialogue sequences compose the majority of the gameplay. Players, while in the midst of a 

conversation, are presented with a number of possible responses. They must select one (or wait, saying 

nothing) to further the conversation. Outside of conversations, the game is highly reminiscent of a point 

and click adventure game. Players walk around various scenes, explore, and collect objects - occasionally 

being thrown into quick bouts of action in the form of quick-time events. The story focuses on a former 

history professor, Lee Everett, as he befriends and watches over a small girl, Clementine, who is trying to 

find her parents in the midst of an apocalyptic world where corpses roam the Earth. 

The primary objective of the game is to help Clementine (and whatever group you acquire along 

the way) survive the nightmarish situation. The destination is often unclear, and players will develop 

their own set of desired outcomes (typically with respect to where to go, and which characters they 

want to have stay, or leave, live or die), but the general goal is to find a safe location to stay whilst 

minimizing casualties and trying to find Clementine’s parents. 

The conversation mechanic is very important to The Walking Dead. There are generally two to 

four choices of dialog options, and silence is usually a valid response. Choices will affect the course of 

the conversation and shape Lee’s relationship with various characters. This creates a dynamic of 

meaningful conversation. The player has to focus in during dialogue sequences to try and shape the 

outcome of the story. This dynamic helps further the Expression aesthetic, as players are able to express 

themselves through the various choices and decisions they make in Lee’s dialogue. 

Many dialogue responses are timed. Unlike most conversation-heavy games, you are not given 

an unlimited amount of time to make important decisions. If you don’t select an option quickly enough, 

Lee won’t do or say anything at all. In some scenarios, like chatting with a taxi driver or listening to a 

crew member ramble on, this is not a huge concern – other times, however, timing is crucial. You may 

need to alert someone to an important event, or quickly decide who to support in a heated argument – 

if you don’t say anything, situations often escalate and play out undesirably. This adds a layer of tension 

to some conversations, forcing the player to think quickly about their responses – a pressured 

conversation dynamic. Not all conversations feel this intense, but the ones that do manage to heighten 

the tension throughout the entire game. Players are forced to decide how to respond to difficult 

questions in a very small amount of time, and there is a fear that they may be presented with an 

important, one second window to yell “watch out!” or “behind you!” to a threatened party member. It 

helps set the tone throughout the game, which in turn reinforces the narrative aesthetic. 

Action sequences in the game present themselves as quick time events, usually involving button 

mashing or rapid “click in the circle” moments (where a certain region is highlighted on screen and you 

must click within it). These, by themselves, would not add much to the game, but they are often 



juxtaposed with the relatively slow paced, point and click mode of gameplay in the story’s downtime, 

where Lee and the party are meandering about some relatively safe location. This contrast gives the 

action sequences purpose. They create an interesting dynamic of never truly feeling safe. There is 

always the threat of an unforeseen, panic ridden button mash whenever you turn a corner or open a 

door. This dynamic also fleshes out the tone of the game and keeps the player on their toes – further 

adding to the narrative aesthetic. Typically, the quick time events are forgiving and difficult to fail. They 

don’t add much real challenge to the game, but that’s okay. They feel dangerous, and that’s what 

matters. Challenge is not a core aesthetic of The Walking Dead; too much of it would be detrimental, 

ruining the story’s flow, and frustrating players who have to re-watch entire cutscenes because of a 

game over. Creating a sense of danger, however, is very important to the narrative. Telltale has 

managed to find a mechanics that feel rushed and panicked, but do not, in fact, pose much of a threat to 

the player’s character. This adds to the narrative aesthetic without polluting the game with too much 

challenge. 

During downtime, the player is free to roam the area, talk with characters, and search for 

certain needed objects. Unlike the many tense conversations and action sequences, these moments are 

usually relaxed and simple; conversations can be rather benign, and searching is usually laid back and 

slow paced. Yet, they still add to both the narrative and expression aesthetics – primarily by providing 

opportunities for character development among Lee and the party. Speaking with someone allows you 

to find out more about them (helping the narrative aesthetic), and often the player must make dialogue 

choices for Lee in the process (helping the expression aesthetic). 

In a few cases, however, the downtime can be anything but simple. It can have important, 

difficult choices that will affect Lee’s character and his relationship with the party – even when there is 

no time limit or immediate danger. For example, there is a moment where the party is camping in a 

reasonably secured motel parking lot. It is mid-day and feels relatively safe – there is little time pressure, 

and almost no threat of danger, but people are hungry. Lee is given only four food items and must 

decide who, among the ten people present, gets to eat. Do you feed the children? Perhaps the people 

who have been kind to you? Or maybe feed those whom you’ve insulted, trying to mend relationships. 

Perhaps you keep some for yourself. The decision is not easy – and it feels very important within the 

context of the story. Characters will react differently to you based on whether you’ve given them food, 

and it’s hard for the player to know the full extent of the potential consequences. There are quite a few 

decisions like this in the downtime between action sequences. They usually involve some dialogue, but 

aren’t very rushed. These add to both the narrative aesthetic (as the characters evolve and develop 

relationships) and the expression aesthetic (as players help shape the world through Lee’s actions). 


